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Company Presence Revenue* Ownership Acquisition status

National £358m Publicly listed
Major acquisitions 

only

National £272m Co-op Not active

National £47m Private equity Active

North £27m Private equity Active

South East £16m Private Limited

Midlands £15m Private Limited

South East £9m Private Limited

Scotland N/D Private Equity Active

Key themes within funeral services
The funeral services market has seen significant consolidation in recent years

Reviews and regulation

▪ The CMA review which concluded in December 2020 has 

outlined a number of proposals to address perceived 

competition issues, including increased transparency on pricing 

and reporting requirements for larger operators

▪ Furthermore, the ongoing consultation by the FCA in relation to 

the regulation of pre-paid funerals is likely to bring greater 

restrictions and “weed out” low quality operators

Price sensitivity and demand changes

▪ After the well publicised “price wars” in 2018, funeral pricing 

remains significantly more sensitive than it has been historically

▪ Partially forced by COVID, consumer preferences are also 

changing, with an increase in demand for lower cost “simple 

funerals” and direct cremation services

Consolidation

▪ The funeral services market has seen significant consolidation in 

recent years, with private equity seeing opportunity in the 

fragmented nature of the sector

▪ This has slowed in the last 12 months as investors and acquirers 

awaited the outcome of the CMA review and the shape that 

FCA regulation would take

▪ With further clarity on the future of the market, M&A activity is 

expected to ramp up in the coming months, with private equity 

likely to back small groups looking to consolidate at a regional 

level through acquisition

Notable Players In The Funeral Director Market

Beverley Funerals

*Includes revenue from crematoria and other services
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Valuation Drivers
Valuation in the funeral services sector is driven by a handful of key factors

Scale

▪ The scale of a funeral services business will 

impact the valuation – generally larger 

businesses generate higher multiples

▪ This applies to both the number of branches and 

the volume of funerals serviced 

Average pricing

▪ Higher average pricing per funeral can be seen 

as a positive sign of quality and reputation 

prevailing over price sensitivity

▪ Clearly this has varied in recent years with the 

rise of simple funerals and direct cremations, 

meaning that margin may be a more appropriate 

metric than average price alone

Location & local market

▪ The dynamics of the locality are also an 

important valuation driver

▪ The size of the community, population growth 

rates and strength/number of local competitors 

are all relevant to the multiples applied

Property

▪ Clearly freehold property ownership will attract 

higher multiples than leasehold

▪ Well invested properties will be favoured, with 

acquirers reducing prices for any perceived 

“catch up capex” required

Business Development

▪ The ability to generate enquiries and win new 

business is vital in producing sustainable profits

▪ Acquirers will assess the business’ lead 

generation and conversion rates, whilst 

considering its digital presence, community 

engagement and level of external referrals

Longevity & reputation

▪ Funeral services remain a traditional market, with 

reputation and longevity in a certain locality 

generally sought after and valued

▪ Clearly reputation is only beneficial when 

combined with solid business performance, 

however being an integral part of the local 

community is still seen as highly important
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